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BOA Editions, Limited, United States, 2008. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. These are funny, bizarre, moving stories-a pleasure to read. -Lydia Davis Grandbois is a
master of the double-edged word, of stories that both cut through the world like butter and double-
back to saw themselves to bits. -Brian Evenson Grandbois trembling leaflets bring to life all the
rejecta and detritus scattered in such silent and secretive array around us, recovering all we thought
lost or dead. -Eleni Sikelianos Animated by a wonderfully droll and fantastical imagination, these
little stories are delicious. -Rikki Ducornet Praise for The Hermaphrodite (An Hallucinated Memoir):
[A] collage of satire and slapstick, allegory and hallucination.an art novel in the fullest sense. -
Marguerite Feitlowitz A modern space-time set of interconnected myths and stories .startling sets of
shape shiftings and melting tableaus .elegantly precise .graceful .a work of art. -Ed Sanders
Inventive, disconcerting, and hilarious, these seventy-three tales of our Unlucky Lucky Days might
well be termed Dr. Seuss for adults. They call to mind Rudyard Kipling s Just So Stories as readily as
they do Italo Calvino s Cosmicomics, Rikki Ducornet s Butcher s Tales and Woody Allen s most
literary writings. Braced...
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It becomes an awesome ebook which i have ever go through. it was writtern quite perfectly and valuable. You will like just how the writer write this ebook.
-- Kane O'Reilly-- Kane O'Reilly

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It is actually writter in basic phrases and not confusing. I found out this book from my i and dad suggested
this pdf to find out.
-- Shany Zemlak-- Shany Zemlak
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